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We controlled the in-plane orientation of pentacene grains by graphoepitaxy using patterned amorphous-SiO2/Si substrates on which periodic grooves with slope edges had been formed. Pentacene crystals exhibited a clear tendency to align their b-axes perpendicular to the groove edges. Organic thin-film transistors were fabricated on the patterned and flat substrates and their transistor characteristics were compared. Although the patterned substrates increased the apparent mobility by only 10–20%, the number of grain boundaries with high potential barriers to carrier transport was reduced to half of that on flat substrates. This improvement is expected to enhance the response speed of pentacene organic thin-film transistors and suppress the sensitivity of their characteristics to the operating temperature.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Organic thin-film transistors (OTFTs) have attracted great interest in recent years since they are suitable for the production of electronic circuits with low cost and low energy consumption, and can be used in flat, flexible large area electronic applications such as flat panel displays, electronic paper, large-area sensors, and low-cost radio frequency identification tags [1–6]. The characteristics of OTFTs have been greatly improved over the past decade. For single crystals, field-effect mobilities of up to 40 cm²/Vs have been achieved [7], whereas field-effect mobilities of only about 1.0 cm²/Vs have been reported for polycrystalline films, which are more important for practical applications. Grain boundaries in a polycrystal-
single direction, then there are expected to be fewer grain boundaries with large potential barriers and consequently the field-effect carrier mobility is expected to increase.

In this study, we demonstrate control of the in-plane orientation of pentacene grains by fabricating periodic grooves with slope edges (patterned substrate). Pentacene crystals were grown on the substrates by vacuum deposition and their in-plane orientation angles relative to the slope edges were analyzed. We found that using the patterned substrates increased the mobility of patterned OTFTs by about 10–20%. Furthermore, both the in-plane orientation and the nucleation position of pentacene grains could be controlled to reduce the average barrier height of polycrystalline films.

2. Experimental

A heavily doped n-Si (100) wafer was used for the substrate and the gate electrode, while thermally oxidized SiO2 (300 nm in thickness) served as a gate dielectric. Substrates with SiO2 were sequentially cleaned in acetone, propanol, and deionized (DI) water and blown dry by N2. A line-and-space photoresist pattern was formed on the substrate by conventional photolithography. The SiO2 layer was etched in a buffered HF solution (see Fig. 1(a)). The grooves had a standard pitch of 3.5 μm and a depth of 20 nm. After stripping the photoresist, the partially completed device was cleaned using acetone and UV/O3 to remove surface contamination. The pentacene layer was deposited by vacuum evaporation at a pressure of 2 × 10⁻¹⁰ Pa. Growth rates were fixed to 3.0, 6.6, and 10.8 nm/min and the substrate temperature was varied in the range 40–80 °C. Average thicknesses of the pentacene film were 15 nm unless otherwise noted. Based on the results we obtained (Fig. 2), we performed experiments on OTFTs at the optimal deposition temperature of 60 °C. The OTFTs had a channel width of 5 mm and a length of 100 μm. Finally, Au electrodes were evaporated in vacuum using a shadow mask. The same procedure was used to fabricate flat OTFTs except that the photolithography and etching processes were omitted. The transistor characteristics were measured using a semiconductor parameter analyzer (Agilent Technologies, E5272A equipped with E5281A SMU). The average thickness of the grooved SiO2 was used to calculate the field-effect carrier mobility of the patterned OTFTs. AFM (atomic force microscopy) images were obtained using a JEOL JSPM-5200 in tapping mode.

3. Results and discussion

As shown in Fig. 2(a), many pyramidal grains were grown to make their peaks on the slope edge. The long axis of the pyramidal grain, or the bisector of an acute angle formed by two molecular steps as indicated in Fig. 2(a), corresponds to the b-axis of a pentacene grain [12]. Here, we denote the angle between the b-axis and the step edge as the in-plane orientation angle. We statistically analyzed the orientation distribution of hundreds of grains that are adjacent to the groove edge. Fig. 2(c–e) show the orientation distributions of pentacene grains grown at 40, 60, and 80 °C, respectively. As Fig. 2(c–e) show, the b-axes (i.e., the [010] direction) of pentacene grains grown on the groove edge have a strong tendency to be aligned perpendicular to the edge. This is clear evidence of the graphoepitaxy of pentacene crystals along the groove edges. The straight “folding line” of the substrate surface restricts the in-plane orientation of the pentacene nuclei by causing the [100]-direction molecular row to be parallel to the folding line in the initial stages of film growth [12]. Fig. 2(b) shows a typical AFM image of a very thin film where the pyramidal grains started their growth. In case of pentacene thin-film growth on a SiO2 substrate, the first layer is known to grow in a different way from upper layers and nucleation of the second layer determines the final pyramidal structures [20]. As pointed out by arrows in Fig. 2(b), the nucleation of second layer tends to start from the slope edge with high probability. This must be due to trapping of migrating molecules at the slope edge. Because of this selective nucleation, the nuclei could become sensitive to the potential loss arising from the bending of crystal at the slope edge, and, as a result, higher degree of preferential orientation appears among the grains grown on the edge.

Of the tested samples, the highest degree of orientation was obtained at a growth temperature of 60 °C; 49% of the grains were aligned in the orientation range 80–100°. Increasing substrate temperature generally accelerates the competition of the growth among differently oriented grains and promotes the influence of graphoepitaxy. However, at the same time, thermal motion of molecules would vanish the difference of free energy between differently oriented grains when growth temperature is too high. Consequently, an optimum growth temperature was 60 °C in the current system. In the subsequent experiments, growth temperature of 60 °C was therefore adopted to form orientation-controlled films.

Fig. 3(a–f) show AFM height images of pentacene grains grown on patterned and flat SiO2 substrates, respectively.
this experiment, growth rates of 3.3, 6.6, and 10.8 nm/min were used; at each growth rate, pentacene films were simultaneously deposited onto a pair of patterned and flat substrates, which were set in a sample holder that was rotated during deposition. Au top-contact electrodes were also simultaneously deposited on the pair of patterned and flat substrates. In contrast with the random appearance of the grains in the flat OTFTs, the grains on the patterned OTFTs exhibit relatively well-ordered grain shapes and nuclei positions due to the groove edge. Fig. 3(g–i) show the transfer curves of the pentacene OTFTs; the red and blue lines are the transfer curves of the patterned and flat OTFTs, respectively. Table 1 lists the field-effect mobilities calculated from Fig. 3(g–i). For the patterned OTFTs, average thickness of SiO₂ layer is used to calculate the mobilities, and the error due to the dielectric thickness is therefore expected to be less than 1%. At any deposition rate, a patterned OTFT has about a 10–20% higher mobility than the corresponding flat OTFT, of which difference is significant enough for the careful comparative experiment in this work.

Based on the values given in Table 1, the use of a patterned substrate may seem to cause a minor improvement in the mobility. However, the mobility of pentacene polycrystalline films also depends on the grain size of the film and the patterned substrates apparently have smaller average grain sizes than flat substrates (see Fig. 3(a–f)). It is thus important to account for the influence of grain size when evaluating the reduction in the potential barriers at grain boundaries by the in-plane orientation of grains. In previous studies [8,21,22], we found that the apparent mobility of a polycrystalline pentacene film can be described by:

\[
\mu = \frac{ql}{2k_BT} \phi_b \sqrt{\frac{qN_A\phi_b}{2\epsilon_s} \exp\left(-\frac{q\phi_b}{2\epsilon_s}\right)}
\]

where \(q\phi_b\) is the average barrier height at grain boundaries, \(l\) is the average grain size, \(\mu_s\) is the mobility in the grain (which depends on the very small potential fluctuation in the grain [21]), and \(N_A\) is the acceptor density. According to Eq. (1), the apparent mobility of pentacene polycrystalline films is proportional to the grain size when the other parameters (including the barrier height) are constant.

In Fig. 4, mobility values obtained in this work are plotted against average grain size. For this analysis, the average grain size of pentacene on a patterned substrate was measured parallel to the direction of current flow. Data points in Fig. 4 are apparently separated into two groups depending on the substrate. We therefore tried to estimate average \(\phi_b\) for each group. Fitting Eq. (1) to the experimental data by varying \(\phi_b\) and setting the other parameters to those used in our previous study [8], the flat and patterned OTFTs were estimated to have average barrier heights of 157 and 132 meV, respectively. Thus, the average barrier height is clearly reduced when the pentacene grains are aligned in a single direction determined by the array of slope edges. At room temperature, the reduction in the barrier height corresponds to a 2.1-fold increase in the apparent mobility when the other parameters (including the grain size) remain unchanged.
Here, we discuss how the patterned substrate influences the apparent mobility. The patterned substrate reduced the average barrier height from 157 to 132 meV. If we assume that the orientational control causes some grain boundaries to become barrierless while the other grain boundaries remain unchanged, the ratio of the additional barrierless boundaries is calculated to be 58% from Eq. (1) (i.e., approximately half the boundary barriers are reduced). On the other hand, we estimate that 49% of the grains are oriented nearly perpendicular to the groove edge based on the orientation distribution in Fig. 2(c). From this ratio, 24% of the grain boundaries that appear along the groove direction (the same direction as the current flow) are expected to become additional small-misfit-angle grain boundaries. If a twin boundary between two perfect crystals is in concern, a small misfit angle may induce a higher potential barrier. However, it is known that a crystal grain of pentacene grown on SiO₂ is composed of (25–50)-nm-sized crystallites [23], which means that the boundary of interest is composed of many nano-boundaries having a narrow, but not negligible, distribution of local misfit angle. In such a case, small macroscopic misfit angle or a phase shift of molecular lattice will not drastically change the macroscopic transport barriers because local current path, where nano-boundaries are nearly ideal for lattice fusion, dominates the carrier transport across the boundary. As a consequence, the additional small-misfit-angle grain boundaries are expected to have much lower barrier height.

Fig. 3. AFM height images (10 × 10 μm²) of pentacene grains grown at 60 °C on (a–c) patterned and (d–f) flat SiO₂ substrates and (g–i) transfer curves of the OTFTs with the pentacene films in (a–f). The pentacene film growth rate was maintained at (a, d, g) 3.3, (b, e, h) 6.6, and (c, f, i) 10.8 nm/min. Solid and dashed lines in (g–i), respectively indicate transfer curves of patterned and flat OTFTs measured at V_DS = −10 V.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Growth rate (nm/min)</th>
<th>Mobility (cm²/Vs)</th>
<th>Increase of mobility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patterned</td>
<td>Flat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, we discuss how the patterned substrate influences the apparent mobility. The patterned substrate reduced the average barrier height from 157 to 132 meV. If we assume that the orientational control causes some grain boundaries to become barrierless while the other grain boundaries remain unchanged, the ratio of the additional barrierless boundaries is calculated to be 58% from Eq. (1) (i.e., approximately half the boundary barriers are reduced). On the other hand, we estimate that 49% of the grains are oriented nearly perpendicular to the groove edge based on the orientation distribution in Fig. 2(c). From this ratio, 24% of the grain boundaries that appear along the groove direction (the same direction as the current flow) are expected to become additional small-misfit-angle grain boundaries. If a twin boundary between two perfect crystals is in concern, a small misfit angle may induce a higher potential barrier. However, it is known that a crystal grain of pentacene grown on SiO₂ is composed of (25–50)-nm-sized crystallites [23], which means that the boundary of interest is composed of many nano-boundaries having a narrow, but not negligible, distribution of local misfit angle. In such a case, small macroscopic misfit angle or a phase shift of molecular lattice will not drastically change the macroscopic transport barriers because local current path, where nano-boundaries are nearly ideal for lattice fusion, dominates the carrier transport across the boundary. As a consequence, the additional small-misfit-angle grain boundaries are expected to have much lower barrier height.
Fig. 5 shows an AFM height image of pentacene grains in the patterned OTFT (growth rate: 6.6 nm/min). From four similar images taken on different locations, we determined that about 28% of the grain boundaries have small-misfit-angles. This ratio agrees well with the expected probability from the orientation distribution. However, it is much smaller than the ratio of additional barrierless boundaries, 58%, which is estimated from the grain size dependence of the mobility. There must therefore be another factor that reduces the high-barrier boundary. Comparison of the AFM images in Fig. 3 reveals that grain boundaries along the groove edge are thicker or morphologically better connected than other grain boundaries. This is due to the alignment of the growth nuclei on the groove edge. Consequently, the patterned substrate is considered to affect the apparent mobility of pentacene polycrystalline films not only by the controlled orientation of the grains but also by alignment of the grains along the current direction.

4. Conclusions

We demonstrated that the in-plane orientation of pentacene grains could be controlled by using periodic grooves with slope edge structures. Nearly half the grains were aligned so that their b-axes were perpendicular to the groove edge. Compared to flat OTFTs, the patterned OTFTs had a 10–20% higher field-effect mobility. This increase in the mobility is relatively small because the average grain size decreases when a patterned substrate is used and when the deposition conditions remain the same. By accounting for the influence of grain size, the average barrier height at grain boundaries in the patterned OTFTs was considerably smaller (132 meV) than that in the flat ones (157 meV). The mobility could be further improved by optimizing the deposition conditions for the patterned substrate. On the other hand, the number of large-barrier grain boundaries was estimated to be reduced more than that expected based on the grain orientation distribution. The influence of the patterned substrate must therefore be caused not only by the controlled orientation of the grains but also by the alignment of the grains along the current direction. The present results imply that all mobility-determining factors (i.e., the in-plane orientation, size, and alignment of grains) should be considered when discussing the influence of patterned substrates on transistor characteristics.
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